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MISSION
Our mission at Print Protocol is to pioneer the first-ever Solana
rewards cryptocurrency, dedicated to fostering a decentralized

and inclusive financial ecosystem. By leveraging the speed,
scalability, and efficiency of the Solana blockchain, we aim to
provide users with a seamless and rewarding experience in

generating passive income by holding $PRINT. Through
innovation and community-driven governance, we strive to

redefine the landscape of decentralized finance, unlocking new
possibilities and driving the mass adoption of Solana.



TOKEN DETAILS

10,000,000,000 $PRINT

8% tax on buys
6% Solana Rewards distributed to

holders
2% to Operations Wallet

8% tax on sells
6% Solana Rewards distributed to

holders
2% to Operations Wallet



ROADMAP
2

Third party Audit
Major Partnership
Announcements
Traditional Media
Marketing 
Influencer Marketing
Community Events
Community Growth: 10k
Holders

3
Twitter Business
Verification
Massive Mainstream
Marketing
Centralized Exchange
Listings
Introduction of
PrintPad™
Community Events and
Competitions
Solana Saga Airdrops

1
Stealth Fair Launch
Establishment of Social
Media Platforms
Initial Marketing
Campaign
Community Events
5k holders



ROADMAP
5

Branding Push
Continual Marketing 
Tax Decrease at 100K
Holders
$PRINT Payment On Web
Real-Life $PRINT
Applications
PrintSwap
PrintDao
Print Wallet

4
PrintPad™ Release
Solana Ecosystem
Partnerships
Solana Platform
Collaborations
Branding and Mascot Push
Massive Twitter Presence
Celebrity Collaborations



THANK YOU

LET'S CONNECT.

Team@PrintSolana.com

PrintSolana.com

@PrintSolana
Disclaimer:

The information provided in the Print Protocol whitepaper and associated token documentation is for informational purposes only and should not be interpreted as legal, accounting, or investment advice. The content is
intended to provide general information about the Print Protocol project and its associated token, and it may not cover all possible scenarios or considerations.

Readers and users of the whitepaper and token documentation are encouraged to conduct their own research before making any legal, accounting, or investment decisions. The project team and contributors do not
assume any responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the information provided.

Participation in the Print Protocol project and the use of its token involve inherent risks, and individuals should carefully consider their own risk tolerance and financial situation before taking any action. 

By accessing and using the Print Protocol whitepaper and token, you acknowledge that you have read, understood, and agreed to this disclaimer. The project team reserves the right to update or modify the information at
any time without prior notice.


